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The Garden of Edin tale was stolen from the ancient Sumerian's and its also in India with Adimu
and Iva being created by Shiva.[1]
The Jews state in their own texts the original sin of Adam and Eve was Daath or knowledge this
Daath in Hebrew is a pun on terms it means sexual union. In the Sumerian the creator God Enki
who's totem is the serpent as the serpent is the symbol of the pranic energy, the life force. Instructs
Adam and Eve on uniting the soul. Adam is the three lower chakras and Eve the three upper female
chakras being united in the inner sexual alchemical union. The Garden is symbolic of the spine with
the root having four rivers flow into it. The four petals of the root chakra. The exact same layout is
found in the Mount Meru diagrams in the east. The serpent is working to unite Adam and Eve the
soul, its the Kundalini bringing the soul together. In Hinduism this process is called Vamacharya
and the God that rules this is Vama Deva a title of Shiva. This is the original name of the LHP that
of Vamacharya. Its the inner sexual alchemical union of the soul. Shiva is called Sata Shiva and
Sata should have the anusvara of the N on the end making it Satan in Sanskrit.
So here we can note what the original sin is to the alien Jews. It’s humankind ascending thought the
Magnum Opus into the light body and immortality, enlightenment of the soul.
The Sumerians also called Enki, Satan and this is why the Yezidis who were part of ancient Sumeria
and originally came from the east still call their God Satan. Enki was shown sometimes as a full
human man with the water of life and others a half serpent being, serpent being instructing humans
in the ascension process. This is symbolic for the serpent power uniting the soul. That is why Satan
is the serpent because Satan represents the Kundalini energy. The title Sat is the name of the Shakti
energy of the serpent power in Hinduism as well. Shiva's Shakti or power is originally called Sati [2
]which is simply Sat with the I letter to denote the Shakti energy in Sanskrit. This is why Satan is
the highest name of God in Sanskrit the original language of mankind and the language of the Gods,
its the name of the serpent power and the creator God. The ninth letter in the Jewish alphabet Tes
which is also spelled Tas is a reversal of the letter Sat. And means sinfulness. The reversal in Kabala
is an attempt to bind this energy. Which is the energy of the serpent. The Gentile Soul.

In the alien Jewish Bible the Jewish "god" drowns humanity to destroy the Nephilim the race that
was created by the union of fallen angels and the daughters of men. In the original translation
Nephilim simply means "Sons of Orion" [3 ]this is because our Gods came from and live in the
Orion constellation. And all the ancient Temples they built all point to Orion's belt for this reason.
The Sons of Orion are the Humans, who are the children of the Gods. Which is humanity. The alien
Bible of the Jews lays out this "god' [The Jewish people in their own texts] goal is to physically
exterminate all of humanity. Our Gods are not "Fallen" anything our Gods are Extra-terrestrial
Nordics who came from the Orion galaxy. The "Fallen" is the hate propaganda and slander of the

enemy. Fallen means defeated. The Yezidis and Hindus state Satan taught humanity how to ascend
into the light body after creating us. Shiva is also shown as the constellation of Orion in Hinduism.
These are our Gods that existed thousands of years before Jews.
The Jews in their in own texts state Gentiles are from Satan. The Jews state that Satan and the
Gentiles will not exist in their world to come. Which is when they fully manifest the black magic
working of the Torah from the astral into the material.
The Jewish god [the Jewish People themselves in their own texts] attacks humanity in the Garden to
stop them from ascending and then attacks humanity with the flood and the Tower of Babel. This
"god" states if Humanity ascends we WILL BE MORE POWERFUL THEN THEM and this "god"
[The Jews] will have no more power in our world.
The Jews in their own Torah where put on this earth to stop Gentiles for achieving spiritual
liberation the Magnum Opus when one ascends thought the light body into immortality, bliss and
enlightenment and becomes as our Gods, perfected beings. The Jewish leadership such as Laitman
state the Jews are alien and came to this world to conqueror it.
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